Some Observations on the Mosaic Pavements in Lod, Huqoq and Wadi Hamam

While being exemplified by an infinite variety of artistic techniques, pictorial means and compositional plans, mosaic panels of Late Antiquity share some inherent unity manifesting through their subject matter and the similarity of typological traits still present in the surviving monuments¹. This makes us turn, time and again, to the problem of identifying the dates and locations of their creation. At present, experts in the field are in possession of an extensive arsenal of modern dating methods that broaden the scope of research dealing with Antique mosaics. In cases when the panels were recovered from their authentic underlayer, following the prescribed procedure of due description and documenting, the approaches based on studying the stratigraphic context of the mosaic pavement gain major importance. The latter is greatly supported by the data from the related fields and precise research methods.

Of particular interest are the facts concerning the new finds unearthed in Lod (Israel). The information is presented in the publication coauthored by Rebecca Piovesan and Lara Maritan (both from the University of Padua), and Jacques Neguer (The Israel Antiquities Authority) [18, pp. 203–208]. Using microstratigraphy, fluoroscopy and chemical analysis of materials employed in the Lod pavements, they concentrated on the technological aspects of assembling mosaic panels.

In the current article we will focus on three famous pavements found in Israel: the above mentioned panels from the monumental edifice in Lod (a city some 15 km south-east of Tel-Aviv) [1]² and from the Galilean settlements of Huqoq [10, pp. 61–131]³ and Wadi Hamam [12; 15] nearby the Lake of Kinnereth (Sea of Galilee), discovered respectively in 1996, in 2012 and in 2007 (excavations continue up till now).

Though stylistic analysis remains among art historians a leading means for dating artifacts, some experts regard it as subjective [12, p. 177, n. 191]. This opinion is based on the fact that,
following logic alone, researchers might find themselves facing issues hard to resolve, as the application of only this dating method inevitably imposes restrictions on their free choice of ways of analysis.

Nevertheless, we should not underestimate the potential inherent in analyzing stylistic features of figurative images, since it is one of the tools employed in interdisciplinary research. Thus, in addition to studying the aspects of style, it covers the techniques of setting the mosaic panels. In our case, the objects to be considered are certain images of fish, grouped according to their significant similarity with each other (in the cases shown, almost identical). In addition, we would like to make it clear that to us, practicing mosaic artists, technology is the most important point [8], especially the specifications of mosaic pavements, along with the definitive principles and technical details concerning the structure of mosaic foundations.

The overall majority of the panels are fully or partially devoted to picturing inhabitants of the sea depths. The entire Mediterranean oecumene, be it the mainland or islands, abounds in decorative mosaics illustrating marine themes. The famous mosaic panels from Rome and its provinces in Central Europe, Northern Africa, the Eastern Mediterranean and Asia Minor feature subjects with a variety of aquatic creatures. In the historical and cultural sense, mosaic panels depicting fish are of interest not so much because they so skillfully convey the matching colors and plasticity of the naturally decorative underwater inhabitants, but because of the hidden meanings and symbols they were originally associated with, image of fish being regarded as one of the key apotropaic symbols in the world art, including mosaics.

In his essay on the Roman mosaics in Tunisia, the well-known French journalist, translator, writer and publicist G. Fradier remarks that fish in a heraldic posture alone can often constitute the theme of a pavement or wall mosaic which decorated and protected the threshold of a bedroom, and that with a shell it becomes a phallic symbol [5, p. 26], one of the oldest in world art history. Fish is also a symbol of water, of life and fertility. It lives in the depths of the sea and absorbs there the powers of the deep where all life is continuously engendered and regenerated.

Ancient mosaic artists achieved amazing results, creating a kind of encyclopedia of marine fauna. In their works, species of fish inhabiting a particular area were so easily recognized that they could serve as a visual aid for a fisherman. Acknowledging symbolism and meaning as important aspects of the fish imagery, we should not consider it incidental that it is rarely depicted generalized, almost always being a specific type of fish. Intricate figurative images of fish found in pavements within sacred and secular buildings seem to be almost documental in their imitation of realistic appearances and conformity of species to nature. At the same time, mosaic panels representing the very same underwater fauna, executed in different regions, do not fully resemble each other. It is more than likely that these differences reflect the diversity of artistic preferences towards form shown by the artisans of particular regional mosaic workshops.

Such preferences can be exemplified by pavements in the ancient synagogues of Galilee. Comparison of individual mosaic fragments found in the region in recent years allows us to
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4 Member of Unesco from 1949, Director of its Press Department, Head of the UNESCO missions to Mali and Sierra-Leone; in 1985 — in charge of the Carthage-Tunisia regional development project.

5 For detailed survey of discoveries and recent archeological research on Israeli Synagogues, including their architecture and interior decoration, as well as mosaic pavements, along with the analysis of the religious symbolism cf. [6].
suppose that for a lengthy period of time a mosaic center might have existed in this part of Israel. The works that this center produced for various architectural structures have much in common in their subject matter, composition, artistic techniques and skills of execution. Meanwhile their stylistic treatment is quite unusual for what was generally deemed typical of the Mediterranean.

This becomes particularly noticeable if we try to choose among the images of the aquatic creatures those that can be grouped together on the basis of their similarity and as being different from other species. We are talking of a particular image of fish, whose breed is not yet precisely defined, and also about a specific way it was depicted. Similar stylistic treatment can be traced in 3 sections in the Northern block of the Lod pavement, and also in mosaics from Huqoq and Wadi Hamam. Our assessment should be viewed in connection with the evaluation of the dating of these mosaic panels. Researchers of Israeli mosaics assume that the panels should approximately be defined as having been produced between the late 3rd/early 4th and the early 5th century A.D. As to the precise dating, here the opinions of the scientists (Jodi Magness, Uzi Leibner, Shulamit Miller) in charge of both Huqoq and Wadi Hamam excavations differ.

The exact analogies of the same version of this “ichthyologic” form are unknown in other parts of the Mediterranean, yet they are easily recognizable because of the unique style used in the area for depicting fish (Lod — Ill. 1. and Huqoq — Ill. 2.). These creatures differ from all other fish due to their large size; their almost identical toothy, gaping jaws, their tense and curved bodies, as if ready to attack the prey. Powerful outlines composed of several rows of darker tesserae help distinguish them against the light background. Beads of white tesserae convey the sheen of their scale, impressive colour combinations of coldish pearly tints stand out against ochre inserts or bands running along the whole body. The aggressiveness of the fish in the panels from Lod and Huqoq differs in meaning and its dramatic objective: in one case it should be explained by the generalized feeling of danger concealed in the sea abyss or presented by its inhabitants (Lod), in the other — the divine punishment for mistreating the people of God (the miraculous Passage through the Red Sea: Huqoq, Ill. 4 and Wadi Hamam). Possibly, reproducing the species of fish was not the task of the artisans. Their fish are just fish, a generalized type devoid of any traits of a specific breed.

Meanwhile, we would like to note that, though we could find no direct correlations between the natural species and the fish in question, the ichthyologic identification was performed by the scholars researching the monuments themselves. The genus identification of the fish from the Lod pavement is offered by C. S. Lightfoot in the article available on the Metropolitan museum site [13], also J. Magness and her colleagues defined, though with reservations, a few species from the Huqoq discovery [14, p. 105].
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6 Similar conclusions as to the existence of some distinct kind of an architectural unity within Galilee, which formed around the middle of the 3rd century and lasted for at least 150–200 years, have been reached by the head of the Hellenistic Galilee Project, U. Leibner, an archeologist from the Jewish University in Jerusalem [12, Ch. 3; 11, p. 402].

7 The date pointed to by C. S. Lightfoot for the Lod mosaics is early 4th century A.D. [13]; the antique pavements of the Huqoq synagogue, unearthed during the 2016–2017 excavations, span a considerable time period from 4th to 5th century A.D., while the earliest ceramic finds from Wadi Hamam date back to third or fourth decade of the 2nd century A.D. [16, pp. 409–410].
The monumental edifice of the synagogue at Huqoq features excellent mosaic pavements with unique or rarely seen Biblical or Apocryphal subjects. Almost like every other synagogue of the same period, they bear the imprint of Hellenic-Jewish artistic syncretism. However, U. Leibner, for example, points to the obvious differences in everyday culture of the Jewish and pagan population in the lands being under the rule of the Hasmonean dynasty and beyond in late Hellenistic time [11, pp. 399–400]. One of the two mosaic panels depicting various types of fish is devoted to the miraculous Passage through the Red Sea. In the pavement devoid of pictorial depth and misallied vertically, among the broken and upturned carts, horses and Egyptian soldiers wallowing helplessly in the water, some monstrous sea creatures dash randomly, escalating chaos, turmoil and the premonition of disaster. In the field report of J. Magnness [14, pp. 104, 105, fig. 40] who was in charge of the expedition to the Huqoq settlement, it is stated that black tesserae framing the silvery underbelly of the fish might be interpreted as its shadow [14, p. 105]. Yet, such an observation may be correct only if the fish is placed on the table top or shown against the sandy sea bottom lit by the sunrays through the thickness of the clear water, resembling what would now be called a still-life.

In this case, the black contour, in our opinion, is meant to strengthen the composition and make the dramatic constituent more apparent. Though, we admit, numerous approaches towards representing falling shadows cast by living beings or objects exist (for example, the “asarotos oikos” panels [4]).

A different panel from Huqoq shows a terrifying scene of the Prophet Jonah being successively devoured by three giant sea monsters [14, p. 111, fig. 45]. Nearly all the other characters of the narrative are engaged in their routine activities, paying no attention to the perishing prophet; only the captain of the vessel, rushing around the deck, is trying to save him. Here, Israeli scientists managed to discern about a dozen different species of marine fauna, some of which they were able to identify.

Two mosaic panels depicting the miraculous Passage through the Red Sea and the Construction of the Tower of Babel from the synagogue in Wadi Hamam settlement reiterate the equivalent subjects from the Huqoq pavement [12, p. 165, fig. 4.32; p. 166, fig. 4.34 — “Passage through the Red Sea”: panel 12]. The unprecedented similarity demonstrated by the manner of execution allows us to assume that the work in both synagogues might have been carried out by the artisans from the same mosaic center, and possibly at the same time. Even though the Red Sea mosaics from the Wadi Hamam synagogue suffered considerable damage, an important element showing the fish of the kind we are concerned with miraculously survived in the lower part of the composition. The expressive plasticity and style of the mosaic composition bring it closer to the pavements in Lod and Huqoq.

The already mentioned publication by R. Piovesan and her coauthors describes the technical and technological process of making a mosaic pavement in detail, yet, we would like to clarify the step by step progression of the work. With this in mind we will turn to the technicalities of mosaic setting, taking into account the fact that among the mosaic artists
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8 For some cases of these complex cultural interrelations see also [17; 19].
9 A similar subject can be found in the mosaic panel of Tunisia, discovered in 1902 in Bizerta, and at present is shown the Bardo National Museum. Its provenance, though, is uncertain.
certain terms and abbreviations are in use. Some 50 years ago the International Association for the Study of Ancient Mosaics [2] adopted conventional combinations of letters and numerals to mark various techniques of setting decorative borders that frame figurative subjects and motifs. Among the first scholars to propose the concept of a systematic work on the project was Irving Lavin [10]. The availability of this lucid and very logical system allows us to utilize it, while discussing the pictorial aspects of the pavements in question, which to some point might have helped us shorten the descriptive account in this part of the article. However, it seems to be the case when, for the sake of clarity, it makes better sense to resort to a verbal description.

In the same room of the Hermitage, where the northern block of the Lod pavement was put on display as part of a loan exhibition, some fragments of ground with traces of color impressions left by tesserae once imprinted into it could be seen. These colorful traces evoked no less curiosity from the viewers than the mosaic panels themselves. Undoubtedly, the important question of how the pigments survived in the hollows of the under-layer calls for technical explanation. In this respect some research conducted by the Israeli scientists should be regarded as useful.

Getting the leveling layer (nucleus) ready to be covered with an underpainting involved using lime, this guaranteed reliable adherence of the pigment particles to the surface of the nucleus. The pigments then had time to set and remain in the nucleus layer without being glued to the tesserae. On top of the painted polychromic “sinopia”\textsuperscript{10} the mosaic artists would lay a thin coat of fresh lime putty over the pre-wetted nucleus to insert the mosaic modules into it [7, p. 446]. The water would slightly soften the underlying layer of the nucleus. This was sufficient for the tesserae pressed into the fresh binding matter to imprint the pigment onto it. Being squeezed from under the modules and filling the joints between the tesserae, the fresh putty allowed ample space for grouting. Usually, the area covered by the supernucleus would equal the expected daily production rate (\textit{giornate} [18, Introduction and p. 204]) of an artist.

The statement that the mosaic underpainting is a phenomenon unique for antique mosaics needed verification. With this in mind, we conducted a series of experiments in 2015 when, working on the fundamentals of the mosaics with our students, we attempted at reconstructing the process of setting mosaic panels, using as subject matter the images of fish from the Lod pavement. We tried to avoid paper, except for designing cartoons, so that the students would learn the techniques of working with brushes and pigments. In ancient times the underpainting for the mosaic setting was done as a fresco, as paper was not available, while papyrus or parchment was too costly. On top of the under-painting, when the surface was almost dry, fresh binding solution was then applied in small patches, so that the major image would remain intact for as long as possible. Then the entire visual plane was gradually covered with mosaic modules. Nearly all the students assembled the mosaic panels within one day. From this experiment we concluded that making new discoveries of frescos hidden under the layer of tesserae is only a matter of time. In this connection, the value of the fact that the Israeli restorers have developed a technique allowing the removal of mosaic panels from their backing practically without any damage is hard to overestimate.

\textsuperscript{10} This term can be accepted with a degree of caution, as the use of the word ”polychromic” to describe a monochrome pigment is not quite correct.
We would also like to expound upon the scheme of the stratigraphic section for the mosaic foundation in Lod [18, p. 205, fig. 4]11, presented in the article by R. Piovesan et al., where the stippled line indicates some loose ground under the lower layer. Though the fact of its not being compacted is not mentioned, it is deduced from the way it is shown. Besides, the caption explaining the arrangement scheme informs the reader that the external signs point to the classical stratigraphy typical of Roman mosaics, which consists of a thick bottom layer composed of gravel and clay to smooth the roughness of the earth, and to provide the hard foundation of the floor, followed by a layer of coarse mortar and covered, in its turn, by “super-nucleus” (a thin coat of binding matter) bearing sinopia, where tesserae were set [18, p. 205].

K. Dunbabin presented in her definitive monograph on the art of Antique mosaics a convincing illustration of a stratigraphic section of the mosaic foundation [3, Part II. Ch. 16, p. 282, fig. 288]. The “Zeno Archive” [3, Part I. Ch. 2, p. 23, n. 16] — a fragmented papyrus, found among other documents, with a contract for making mosaic panels to decorate a swimming pool in Fayum, should also be mentioned, as the document proves that in the mid-3rd century B.C. the mosaic work regulations existed. One of the authors of the present article once participated in making a decorative mosaic fountain: the way of building the foundation layers was hardly different from what had been employed in antiquity. Decorative floors with warm air flows underneath can be considered exceptions from the rules, but we do not intend to discuss them here.

In accordance with the classical stratigraphy of Roman mosaics, the earth to be paved was thoroughly leveled and rammed before the initial layer of the foundation could be put to avoid the possible subsidence of the finished pavement. Then rough boulders were forced into the compacted earth serving as a durable under-layer, these were then covered with slurry. This layer called *statumen* was not only the base for the solid foundation, but also gave protection from water (the diagram for the stratigraphic section of the Lod pavement terms it *Gravel + Clay*). When this crucially important foundation became slightly drier, hydraulic lime was applied to it with an addition of rubble, thus forming a layer of *rudus* (i.e., rubble). Next, a smoothing layer of *nucleus* was spread over the *rudus*. Its name is explained by the fact that *nucleus* was located between the upper and the lower layers of the pavement. However, the stratigraphic section presented in the article by R. Piovesan and her coauthors lacks nucleus, so the term super-nucleus12 (being above the nucleus) loses part of its meaning. The main purpose of having this layer, which we call “screed”, was to prepare a flat surface for the artist to put a polychromic under-painting so that it could serve as the ground where the mosaic artists installed tesserae over the nucleus (Ill. 5).

The above clarifications, necessary in our opinion, are in no way intended to underestimate the value of the research conducted by Israeli scientists. We would also be delighted to see other examples of employment of those methods of saving and preserving mosaics that were used by the associates of M. Avissar in the process of lifting the pavement and opening the ground under it in Lod.

---

11 The permission to use the fragment has been obtained on September 11, 2018 by the courtesy of J. Neguer, one of the authors.

12 The introduction of the term “super-nucleus” should be considered as useful when it concerns antique mosaic work.
Conclusions

In agreement with the opinion of U. Leibner, it is possible to consider it a proven fact that during the 3rd–5th centuries A.D. a mosaic workshop existed in Galilee, which preserved in its works the artistic traditions of the Mediterranean.

Due to the latest discoveries in Lod, Huqoq and Wadi Hamam, the theory of cross-cultural interaction in art from North Africa and Syria receive substantial support, which can be seen in the works of the Galilean mosaic center, whose artisans must have relied on this experience to develop their own artistic style.
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Abstract. As a result of a detailed comparative analysis of individual figurative elements (images of fish) in antique mosaic pavements discovered around the settlements of Huqoq and Wadi Hamam in Lower Galilee, and taking the mode of their execution into account, we can state with certainty that the mosaic panels unearthed in this region are characterized by an unusual stylistic manner, which brings them closer to the pavements from Lod, but makes them starkly different from the ones found in any other area of the late Empire. The evident dissimilarity of these pavements allows us to consider them an isolated group and assume that they were all produced at a single highly creative mosaic center active in Galilee during the 3rd–5th centuries A.D. Such a conclusion seems logical, no matter which method of scientific analysis is employed.

In the article we detail the technical and technological aspects of making the foundation under the mosaic pavement, and specify the sequence of steps in setting up the layers to secure the durability of the pavement. Of particular importance has been the issue of the underpainting on the nucleus, viewed as a counterpart of today’s cartoon, and also to the analysis of the technological process of how the painted ground hidden under the layer of tesserae over it revealed itself in the Lod mosaic pavement.
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